
 

 

 
 
29th March 2022 
 
Dear families,  
 
As we approach the end of our second term this academic year, I write with updates and information relating 
to the academic reports sent home to parents. You will be aware that there are three formal reporting points 
and one parent’s evening event per year group each academic year. This results in four formal opportunities 
for you to be informed of your child’s progress at school. Parents are most welcome at any point, to contact 
individual class teachers to discuss specific questions linked to learning.  
 
When students arrive in Year 7, the first report available for parents, which we call Interim Report 1, will outline 
the student’s Flight Paths (targets) and an assessment of their attitudes to learning (A2L). Each spring term, 
parents will receive their second report, which we call Interim Report 2. In this second report, students receive 
a teacher assessment of the progress against their Flight Path and an A2L assessment. At the end of the summer 
term, parents will receive the third and final report for the academic year, which is called the End of Year Report. 
In this report, students receive a teacher assessment of the progress against their Flight Path, an A2L 
assessment and a comment from their Form Tutor. When students move into Year 8, students receive at each 
progress point, an assessment of the progress against their Flight Path and their A2L.  
 
In each reporting cycle, if teachers have a Cause for Concern for the attitudes to learning of your child, this will 
be outlined in their report.  
 
Since the school has opened, there have been many opportunities for families to provide feedback on the 
systems we have for communicating with parents. Many of the suggestions we have received have been 
implemented and we continue to strive to ensure parents have the best possible information regarding their 
child’s learning journey and progress.  
 
Following feedback from our families and staff members after our Interim Report 1 in December 2021, we have 
been working hard to provide subject specific details in our reports for parents. Parents have expressed they 
would like to understand a little more about how they can help their child with their learning and what is going 
well in each subject they study. Teachers expressed how they would like to share with families what is going 
well in their subject and what the student should focus on in the term ahead. This week, Interim Report 2 will 
be released via the SIMS Parent App and you will be able to download and print your child’s report. 
 
As a result of this feedback, staff have created a set of report comments that are closely connected to the 
curriculum students are studying in this spring term and these will be introduced in our reports this week. 
Samples of these comments were shared with a group of parents ahead of reports being released this week to 
help gain feedback on how effective the changes to our reports would be. Following this feedback, we made 
further smaller changes and parents have welcomed the opportunity to have more detailed information from 
their children’s teachers. The feedback received was that having a report with this level of detail would facilitate 
parents to help their children at home when working towards their studies.  
 



These comments will help both you and your child understand what is going well in the subject and what areas 
can be developed in the term ahead. Students should already be aware of these through conversations with 
their teachers and they will have most likely begun working on these areas already. 
 
We hope these comments will be well received by all of our families, as they were with our smaller sample and 
as each report arrives, specific subject comments will be available that are linked to each part of the curriculum 
studied each term, across a student’s learning journey with us. As with everything that is implemented at our 
school, we will have the opportunity for all families to provide feedback on the changes to reports after the 
Easter break. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 

 
 
Mrs Slater 
Head of Secondary School 
 
 
 


